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ABSTRACT

This paperjlescribes the observation and partial wave analysis of
1203 (22 GeV) n~p-» $4m events. This la an 0ZI suppressed channel in
which the 0Z.I suppression is found to be absent. Assunlng QCD and the
021 rule as Ansatzen, it is concluded that Che breakdown of the 0Z1
suppression Is due to glueballs. The ̂ (2160) and the ̂ (2320) with

1 J - 0 2 are two resonances determined from the partial wave
analysis. It Is concluded that one or two primary glueballs with the
above quantum numbero arc responsible for the observed two states. A
brief discussion of other glueball candidates and some relevant pheno-
menology is also included.

INTRODUCTION

In a pure Yanfc-HillB theory where SU(3) has local gauge sym-
2 c

metry, all hodrona uould be glueballs (i.e., multl-gluon resonances).
This is due to the self-coupling of the gluons which becomes stronger
with decreasing energy and color confinement.

However experimentally we find that the hadronic sector 1B domi-
nated by qq and qqt). There uere a number of glueball candidates and

extensive discussion of them.

Thra establishing glueballs is crucial to any theory which uses
SU(3) such as qCD, Grand Unification and Partial Unification. It has

C e *:
been the author's opinion for eome time ' that If glueballB are not
established, QCD is in serious trouble. 0a the other hand, the ex-
plicit establishment of glueballs would Indeed be a great triumph for
QCD.

FINDING GLUEBALLS

From prior experimental observation it is clear that if glueballs
exist they are essentially masked in the vaot collection of meaan
nuuete, existing in the masa range where one would expect to find them
(% 1-3 GoV).

This research was supported by the U.S. Deportment of Energy under
Contract NOB. DE-VC02-76CH00O16 (BNL) and DE-AC02-79ER1O550A (CCKY)
and the National Science Foundation under Contract No. PHY80-09786.



PATTERN RECOGNITION OF A DECUl'LET

One muse find a nonet with an extra singlet, a gluebull with the
sane quantum numbers, and if it ia near enough to the singletB In tiie
nonet it will mix with then. Nonet + glueball •+ decuplet, with charac-
teristic mixing and splitting (and have other special characteristics
of glueballs). Calculation have shown that the ideal mixing observed
in a great deal of nonets would be affected in theBe decuplete, and

pattern recognition would have to be UBed. * A glucball candidate

of this type is the SLAC JPC - 0~* t(1440)i
8"10'16 which could be the

tenth member of a ground state 0 decuplet. Another glueball candi-

date of thin type is the BNL/CCNY. JVC - 0** gQ(1240).
15 This would

make a new 0 multiplet with apparently the right characteristics:
Of course one must realize that there tre many other possible expluna-

**
tlona for these states.

AN OZI SUPPRESSED CHANNEL WITH A VARIABLE MASS

In an OZI suppressed channel with variable mass, glueballs with
the right quantum numbers should break down the OZI suppression in
the mass region where they exist and dominate the channel. Thus the
OZI suppression can act as a filter for letting glueballs ,ias» while
suppressing other states. Furthermore, the breakdown of the OZI sup-
pression can serve as a clear signal that one or more glueballs are
present in the mass region. According to present concepts lt> QCD, th
OZI suppression is due to the fact that two or more hard gluoiKi are

needed to bridge the gap in an OZI disconnected or hairpin diagram.
The early onset of asymptotic freedom leads to a relatively weak
coupling constant for these gluons, which then causes the OZI suppres-
sion. However, if the glue in the intermediate state resonates to
form a glueball, the effective coupling constant (as in all resonance
phenomena) must become strong, and the OZI suppression should disappear
in the ranss range of the glueball. This should allow hadronic states
with the glueball quantum numbers to form with essentially nn OZI

suppression. The author has made thio argument previously. ' ' '
Thus the OZI suppression essentially Is a filter which lets glueballs
pass and suppresses other states.

* The SLAC \(144O) la thought to be in a channel where ylueballs are
enhanced since it in found in J/if> radiative decay.

** One could for example inadvertently mix states from the baalc nonet
with chose of a radial excitation.

t Three gluans are needed if the hairpin is a vector, two are needed
if the hairpin Is a scalar.

T11E v'p •* H n (OZI FORBIDDEN CHANNEL)

The bulk of ay lecture will be concerned with this channel since
the latest detailed results have been obtained in it. However, I will
briefly discuss other glueball candidates at the end.

The BNL/CCNY collaboration had shown in 1977-78 that in the 021
18

n
at an incident pion18 —

forbidden (or suppressed) reaction l p -*•
energy of 22.6 GeV, that the OZI suppression was essentially absent.
This was quantitatively demonstrated, and interpreted by the author as

evidence for glueballs in the H system. ' However, the Initial 100,
and eventual 170, events obtained did not allow a viable partial wave
analysis tu explicitly identify the glueball candidates quantum num-
btiro, mass, width, etc. The 44 mass spectrum observed in other later

19
low statistics measurements were consistent with our results.

In order to obtain > an order of magnitude more data, the BNL MPS
(Hultlpartlcle Spectrometer) was redesigned with a novel high speed

drift chamber aysteco replacing the spark chambers. In a run with
the new HTS II and 22 GeV Incident n~ beam, BNL/CCNY obtained 1203
H p •+ (*njin events in which the visible cross section is only t> & rano-
banis.

14 21
A partial wave analysis of this data ' yields two explicit

strong glueball candidates in the $$ system with all quantum numbers,
mass and width determined.

The basic reaction measured is given by the OZI allowed reaction

(FiC; la) iTp •+ K
+K~K+K~n. In QCD22 one considers these OZI allowed

Figure la:

The quark line diagram
for the reaction

lTp •+ K+K"K+K"i•. which
in connected and OZI
allowed.

reactions proceed by a continuous series of exchanges of single and
perhaps some low energy multiple gluons which have relatively strong
effective coupling constants and thus are strong interactions. The
poorly understood hadronizatlon process i? thought to a large extent
to occur near the outer regions of the confinement region with unsup-
pressed cross sections.



If a <J replaces one K K pair we have Che reaction a p-> (K K D
(Bee Fig. lb) which Is still a connected diagram and OZI allowed.

Figure lb;

The quark line diagram
~K* for the reaction

n p * *K+K~n, which Is
connected and OZI
allowed.

However, If both K K nalra form •'<> we have a disjoint (hair-
pin) diagram wl lch Is OZI forbidden, lleuce n~p -• $$n In Fig. lc ia
an OZI forbidden diagram, and should exhibit the OZI suppression.

v d
...

Figure lc: The quark line diagram for the reaction n~p -» 4411 which
is disjoint (I.e. a >ialrpln diagram) and is OZI forbidden. TUD or
three gluons arc uhaun connecting the disconnected parts of the dia-
gram depending upon the quantum numbers of the $$ system.

Tills was clearly shown for • p -* 4n where the OZI suppression

foctor la t 100.23 Typically:

o(n~p) "• *n

alao exhibiting the OZI suppression facLor.

Another OZI allowed process Is Kp-*

o(K~p) -
60

The ratio

also shows the typical OZI suppression.

The decay matrix element squared of the OZI allowed process.

K K
+ - 18a

Is i. 100 times that for • • P 1 which is OZI suppressed.

rottiinn
r ^auiiau*

r1
1 ,

, n

Hence in both the production and decay, a single 4 hairpin (disjoint
diagram, see Fig. 2), corresponds to an OZI suppression factor*^ 100.

Figure 2a: The quuii;
m _# line diagram far the

j,( ' tKiiwwl I '. * . + - . . .¥ 1 =- —Upon»_- I l »j \«+ reaction 4 -• p w which
is disjoint (i.e. hairpin)
and OZI forbidden.

Figure 2b: The quark
line diagram for the

reaction u p •+ *n uhich
Is a disjoint (i.e. hair-
pin) and OZI forbidden.

}•

One may ask 1B ,'t as legitimate to consider TI p •* fyfyn also as o
disjoint, diagram subject to the OZI suppression. Each of the tuo ;'t
is an almoEt pure QJ meson system. If you look at Fig. lc from rxgtit
to left you have two as states disjoint from the TI~, p and n part of
the diagram which 1B connected, and contains only u and d quarks.
This 1Q bueicolly DO different a diajoint diagram than the OZI sup-
pressed single if) production cae<..

Another experimental example whore a disjoint diagram fanned by
two particles in the final state composed of ne*/ typeB of quarks and

their antiquaries leads to OZI suppression is:

¥•(3665) * J/* ti+n" (33 ± 2)X, or J/iJ> v°-a° (17 ± 2)1.

The full width of the ^(3685) ia 0.215 MeV clearly shaving the strong
OZI suppression corresponding to the fact that the initial state con-
tains cc quarks only, whereas the final state still contains the cc
quarks but thy diagram becomes disconnected when u aud d quarks and
tlieir antlquarks (to form the tuo plans) are included in the final
state.

13ut what if one introduces two-step processes or other compli-
cated intcrmodiate atatcu or processes, other than bard multig^uons
to jump the disjointed part of the diagram. The author has discussed



this * and shown that the 02.1 rule La iiuculiar iu tlmt you can
defeat it by two-step processes (Fig. 3) or in QCD language chtin̂ '
th« nature of the muitigluon exchange needed In the uiie-sU[> diag
to a series of the ordinary OZI allowed gluon exchanges.

Figure J: Thu reactions $ •* K K~ -* p %~, a two-step connected dia-
gram which appears to be 021 allowed but is not (according to experi-
ment). Cancellations of an artificial nature were proposed to
eliminate this problem, but the author believes the simple Anuatz
that they are highly suppressed is much more likely to be consonant
vith observations and QCD.

Similarly n p + K K n •+ $u ia a tvo-styp connected diagram which
appears to be OZI allowed but is not (according to experiment). A

similar bypass of the OZI suppression in • p -*- 4>K K n -» $$u should
therefore r.ot be allowed to defeat the OZI &uppii*usion.

In other wordd, Zweig'o diagrams are, booed an nil experimental
observations, to be taken literally ae one-step processes and the
multigluon exchanges needed to cennect disconnected parts of the dia-
grams are noc to be tampered with. Why are these peculiarities ob-
served? 1 cannot answer that. Neither can I answer why color exists,
why confinement? Why quarks? etc. etc. etc. These are all concepts
based on observation.

It is certainly consistent with all experimental observations

in the 4, J/4> and t' syt»:ems that the OZI rule works very well.
Hawevet as I have pointed out, if one wants to invent appropriate
multi-step processes or camper with the nature of a gluon exchange in

Che one-step Zweig diagrams one can defeat the rule. Therefore I
assume the OZI rule (with the caveats mentioned) as an Ansatz, and of
course QCD ao an Ansate in drawing my conclusions In this paper. With
these Ansatzen I will later conclude that we have discovered one or
more glueballs. Without assuming QCD, there 1B no point in discussing
glueballs. If you quarrel with assuming OZI (as cnveated) we will
have to demote our conclusion of glueball discovery to discovery of

* The fact that the OZI rule works well for the single $, Jfty and
T ia understandable If there are no glueballs with the right
quantum numbers at their tnasucti.

•* These restrictlunu apparently violate crossing and unitarity.
I consider these peculiarities as another fact of life of quarks,
gluona, and color confinement.

strong gluebail candidates, aivd suggest: you explain why the assumption
of the OZI rule which has been consistently observed to work be re-
placed by complicated alternatives. Remember the name of the physics
game lt> simplicity when it works.

THE ii ~P •* W n EXPERIMENT

liNL/CCHY utilised the new UNL MPS II, the experimental arrange-
ment of which is shown in Flfi- 4• The major changes from the MPS 1

QEUCT0R3 /
j _J /

Figure 4: The MPS II and the experimental arrangement (u^e Ref. 3
for further details).

experiments to MPS II experiments was to replace the spark chambers
with drift chambers with ten tiroes more data-gathering rate capa-
bility and to improve the (charged particle and y) veto box around
the liquid hydrogun target to obtain an even cleaner neutron signal.

Figure 5 is a scatter plot of the nwss of one K K pair VCTQUB

the mass of the second K K pair. Each event has two points on the
plot due to the four possible combinations. The two 4 bands stand
out over thu 4-kaon background. Where Che two $ bands croeo there
is a block spot with peak intensity (".orrected for resolution and
double counting) greater thun 1,000 times that of the adjoining 4-
kaon event intensity. The • band intensity (corrected for risolution)
is about a factor of 20 higher than the adjoining 4-kaon event inten-
sity. Where the two <f> bonds cross, the #$ intensity (corrected fov

resolution) is •»• 50 times greater than the $(K K~) intensity. If the
OZI suppression occurred, very little enhancement would be seen here.
Thus we have a patent violation of the OZI suppression. This effect

wus noted by us in 197B. The speaker has shown that if one uses the

iaubur model, which iu well knourt to work well and has no provision

for 02.1 suppression, onu can quantitatively explain ' ' the scatter



plot within a factor of 2. The new greater statistics data are
consistent ulth the earlier experiment.

Figure 3: Scatter plot of K K effective tnass, two randomly etiosen
mass combinations are plot tut) for cacti event. Clear bands of $(1020)
are sce:i with an enormous enhancement (black spot) where they over-
lap (i.e. * * ) .

Independent evidence of the breakdown of the 021 suppression is
IT _

is accepted.

The 0Z1 allowed and forbidden reactions have equal cross sections
24

within a factor of 2. In contrast to this, the ratio

o(n"p) -*

aliowu the typical 0Z1 suppression.

that .
a(K"p> •» t K Y n % 5

a(K~p) *

It has also recently been shown

*. oCt'p) - »K*K~n

2B

o(n"p) -t- $$n

Since all states except n p -*• $An are OZI allowed, this again shows
the absence of OZI suppression. Thus we have Bhorfn in a number of
ways that the large OZI suppression ^ 100, expected in single $
production is present, whereas that expected in 4>4>n production is
broken down to within a factor of 2 of OZI allowed processes which is
within the uncertainties of the comparisons. Thus we can clearly
conclude that the expected OZI suppression is essentially absent in
the n p -» $4>n OZI forbidden process. Figure 6 lihows the mass spectrum

Figure 6: The effective mass

of each K+K~ pair for which
the other pair wes in the •
mass band.

of the other K K~ pair in an event when one K K~ pair falls in the
$ mass band (1014.6 ± 14 MeV) and clearly indicates the huge <">
signal. Figure 7 ahows a very clear neutron recoil from the $$ with
an estimated contamination of non-neutron events in our data sample
t> 31. This should have a negligible effect on our analysis. In the

mass region wlmre the partial wave analysis was done, the $K K back-

ground was flmall (% 112) and it was included in our analysis.

* o(K } % O(TI ) for $$ production Implies flavor independence (sup-

porting glucballs).



Figure 7; The missing
ma5a uquared for the
neutral recoiling
system from the 44.

Die histogram in Fig. 8 shows the detected 44 effective mass
spectrum for 1203 TI p -* 44n with an estimated background of 130

events from 4K K~ and % 40 events of non-neutron recoil. r.hL> dashed
line is the Monte Carlo determined acceptance of the apparatus for
our partial wave analysis solution to be discussed later. However
one should note that the result obtained Cor the acceptance is close
to chat one would obtain from phase space. Furthermore the results
of the partial wave analysis are Insensitive to considerable changes
ID the acceptance. The observed epectrua Is consistent with that of

19
Ref. 3 and other subsequent low statistics 44 experiments. One

should note that the |t'| <£ 0.3 GeV the c1 distribution is consis-
tent with e . I f one looks at the quark structure of
Fig. lc, one essentially has n pion exchange radiating several gluons
(thought to represent a glueball) and thus one would expect a peri-
pheral production mechanism, which is wliat we observe.

It should be noted that the 44 mass spectrum from K p •» 44^/E
Is much brooder and extends to much higher masses (see Fig. 9).

PARTIAL WAVE ANALYSIS

The partial wave analysis (PWA) used six angles to specify all
kinematic and other characteristics of the 44 system with each 4

Jecaylng into a K K pair.

Figure B: The observed 44 effective mass spectrum. The dashed line
Is the Monte Carlo calculated acceptance.

Figure 9: The 44
effective mass spectrum

for K~p + 44 A/E.

Figure 10 ehous the Gottfried-Jackson frame. The usual GJ
angles, fKpolar) and 7 azlmuthal, were employed.

Figure 11 Bhows the rest frame of 4-. In it we label the polar

angle of the decay of the K relative to the 4 direction as G^ and

the azimuthal angle of the decaying K. as a.. There is a similar

rest frame (not shown) for the second 4 with corresponding polar



G.J . FRAME 2 - •" BEWI

Y = P X N

x • y x z

*! AND *2 LIE IN <2,X'> PLANE

Figure 10: The Cottfried-JackBon frame with polar angle & and
ailmutnal angle f.

angle for K_ of ()„ and azitauthal angle a_. Since the azlmuthal

angles a are the same In either $ rest frame, a Is shown In the

rest frame of a.. Thaae six angles and relevant combinations of

then wec-d used in the FVJA.

The partial waves considered were all waves with J • 0,1,2,3,4;
L - 0,1,2,3; 5 - 0,1,2; -J i H i J, P * J, n » i, J is the total
angular momentum of the •$ system. L Ja the orbital angular momen-
tum, M io J , P is the parity and n the exchange naturality of the

wave. 1 * 0 and C - + for the <H system. Booe otatiatlce requires

that L + S • even number.

Figure 11; The ^ rest frame with the polar ani,le 8. of the decay Kj

(relative to $ direction) and the a?im<itlial angle a. of the decay Kj.

The above criteria led to a group of 52 Independent waves. The maxi-
mum likelihood method was used for the FUA. To determine the partial
waves playing a major role In the 4̂1 system, the events In the mass
region 2.1 to 2.3 GeV were fitted with an incoherent background plus

P
onal partial wave of specific J t S, L, M and n» cycling

through ea li of the 52 waves described above. The largest, and only

J Ssignificant contribution came from Jri"SLMn - 2 200~. This wave was
retained, and to search for other waves, each of the other 51 were
added one at a time in turn. The only significant additional contri-
bution came from J SLMn - 2 220~. These two waves were then retained
and each of the remaining fifty were added one at a time in turn.
No statistically significant: contribution from any other wave was
found. The $$ data were then divided up into five adjoining 100 MeV
wide bins starting from threshold, so that we could explore the mass



dependence of the pr.rtlal wave structure. The bin aize wua chosen
because about 200 events per bin are needed to obtain reliable solu-
tions.

The background from ifK K events Cv 11X) was estimated from an
examination of the regions adjacent to the <H peek. There was no
evidence of any angular structure, so this background was represented
by a flat distribution in all angles. A maximum likelihcnd fit to

P +
the five bins using the two J - 2 waves described gave a very good

fit with x /D.F. % 1 when the statistics and systematic errors were
considered. To ensure that no other combination of two waves would
give an equivalent fit, each poaaible combination of two waves, i.e.
52 x 51/2 - 1326t were tried in the central bin where the S and D
waves found had a significant overlap. The closest one came to a fit
was 5o away from the original fit. These i* 5o fits always had the
S-wave originally found as one of the two *aves. Hence the original
two-wave fit is clearly selected.*

Therefore the niaae independent solutions (i.e. no parameteriza-

tion chosen) for the JPSuf - 2+2O0~ S-wave and the 2+22O" U-wave are

shown in Fig. 12. The lower half of the figure shows the |s|

Figure 12: (a) The points show the

intensity (|s|2 and |D| 2) and for
the best muss-Independent two-wave
fit described in the text,
(b) The D-S phase difference (masb-
independent) for the best two-wave
fli described in the text. The
curves show the resultant beat
maximum Ukelihood fits for the
parameterization of two interfering
Breit-Wigner resonances.

* One might perhaps expect a background of the L « 0, J " 0 wave
at threshold, but this wave contributes only 10 i 52 of the events
in Che lowest rantm bin. Furthermore one should rucnl1 oackgrounds
do not break down OZI suppression.

normalized to events as the open circle points and the corresponding

| D| amplitudes squared are shown as the closed paints. The x points
show the D-S phase difference. A natural parameterization for these
data is one or two Breit-Ulgners. A one Brelt-Wigner fit was re-
jected by > lOo, primarily because of the phase difference. A two

Breit-Wig.ier fit on the other hand was vary good with x /D.F, % 1.
The aolid lines show this fit. The quantum numbers and parameters of
the two resonances to be discussed later, ore shown In Table 1.

TABLE I

Quantum rumberB and parameters of the Breit-Wigner resonance fit to
the S- and D-wave amplitudes (and phase difference) of Fig. 12.

BT(2J.6O)

Mass (GeV)

Ratio at Partial Widths

It at first appears remarkable that we can demonstrate such
selectivity (i.e. 2 waves selected out of 52). However this results
from the fact that the $$ system is a very powerful analysis system
for picking particular waves. If we look at Figs. 13a and 13b where
angular variables for numerous allowed (i.e. L + S » even) pure waves

up to J *" U are shown, we can notice from these figures that
each wave has its own characteristic signature in the various vari-
ables shown. Our data shows a flat distribution in Y, all M • 0
waves which are shown have this feature. Therefore here is no need

to nlot -y* The primes (i.e. a] - a') lndicare modificationfi to the

variables for display and comparison puiposes so as to equalize the
phuse space in each histogram bin (to be shown later). For example

(̂  - o2) (1 - |Ol -oj)

0 + 2 + +

2 .16 ±

0.31 i

0.

0 .

„ Q

05

07

1.02

gT

oV
2,

0,

,32

,22

r_/r

(2320)

+

i 0.04

J 0.07

H 0.04

_

Due to the inherent symmetry, fta' = aj - u^t and COBOJ - cosQ'

have been folded, the data for a. and &„ added, and the data for cosQ.

puru waves in these angular variables give us great selectivity.
P +

Notice that the two J «• 2 (S and D) waves found in the PWA (the
third and the fifth from the top In Fig. 13a) have similar very
characteristic large structure In a! - ai and the S-wave has a

characteristic structure in a whereas the D-uave docs not. Thus



WAVE

L*O S-l

1"

L'l S'l

\A/\A

cose

v/V

Figure 13a: Various pure uavea from J -0 to J "2 with H » 0

Figure 13b; Various pure uaves from J "0 to J* "A ulLh H « 0

u' - u' and a are the most important variables in uelecting the

P +
J « 2 waves ue found in our partial wave analysis.

A detailed comparison (in 3 mass bins) of the data and the Monte
Carlo generated prediction for our fit from the partial wave analysis
is shown. The Monte Carlo results are acceptance-corrected and are
baaed on over 14,000 events, more than an order oi magnitude more
statistics than the data (for which the actual number of events are
shown)* Thus the statistical fluctuations in the Monte Carlo results
will be small compared to those In the data. Ue determined that the
angular variables and correlations were not sensitive to the accep-
tance sxcept in the caue of the G.J. angle B.

figure 14a shows a comparison of the data and Monte Carlo
for t (the G.J. azimuthal angle}. The agreement is very
good.

Figure H b shows a comparison of the data and Monte Carlo (or
cosp, where 8 is the G.J. polar angle. Even though cos(3 is sensitive
to the acceptance, we obtain a quite reasonable agreement.

Figure 15 shows the data and Monte Carlo predictions of the fit
for u and Act1 « The agreement between the data and the

Monte Carlo prediction bused on the fit is roost impressive for tt '
since there are large factors £ 3 between peaks and valleys.

For a the agreement Is alBo quite good. The first bin shows
large structure, characteristic of the S-wave. The next bin shown
is where the D-wave is very important and shows very little structure
in a, which is a feature of the D-wave. The agreement is good. The
next bin shows the structure returning as the D-wa^e drops down and
again indicates good agreement.

Figure 16 shows the comparison of the data with the Monte Carlo
for a| + a' and cosO. There is no sizeable structure in these vari-
ables . The agreement is generally good.

Figure 17 shows the comparison with the Monte Carlo for cosOj -

CUQQ' and cosQ! + cosO', The agreement is good and there is no

sizeable structure in these variables.

ThuB we have made ten characteristic angular correlations for
sin independent variables and found good agreement - striking at
times in Aa' and a for example. The data and Monte Carlo agree in
all mass bins in all variables.

In Fig. 18 where the solid line is the fit prediction, the
agreement with the <H mass spectrum is also good. However, in the
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(b) Comnarl. 1 of the data and the acreptance-corrected
Monte Carlo 1jr cosOj + cosBl.



figure IB: The ubserved 4$ mans spectrum compared to the predicted
(solid 1 ine curve) B U B O uptcti IUD from Cite accept ante-corrected fit.
The dauhbd line It) ttte acceptance.

*$ system, its in) rind umi churacteriet lc angular dlstr ibut ions and
angular correlations aie much mure important tests of the slgulficance
of the fit, than Lhe tiuitiu spectrum. Thus we can f eel qui t e tonf i dent
that our two Orel t-Wlgner fits are in excellent agreement <'ltli the
data.

Al I the quantum numbers, the maub, full wl dtti, and pui t lal width
ration for these two Breit-Wlgner resonances are given in Table 1.
They are at the very least strong glueball candidates due to the
breakdown at the OZI s< inn res til on, and the striking aelectlvity of I
out of 52 possible wjv< s tielected.

If one takes the An/utsen: 1} il.̂ : cor rect iteuu of CJCll, 2) the
universality of the OZI rule (with the nee e usury caveats) as dt-scr I bed
previously, namely, the necessary one-ele'» requirement which in equi-
valent to the requirement that I .ere Is no change in the nature "f a
gluun exchange, the above it) equivalent to the statement that a dis-
joint Zwelg diagram, due to introduction of a new type of qq pairs,,
must involve a ho~d taulHgluon exchange. T M s leads in OZI suppres-
sion due to a weal.ly coupled multlgluon exchange. As I Iwivu pnlnted
out previously, a gluehill in which the gluuuii risuuiite would leucj
to effectively st rung! ,-couplud glue, and break down the Oil biippreu-
H Ion.

Thl u It*iiveu n\v an the onl y exp] anal Ion of the OZ1 mipprt'ssion
breakdown tit J ihe obofrved su Jui:ti vi ty, the pri'MUiice of one t;r luu
pr Imtiry ^luutul 1 u In t \\o maun rug] un with thesu (pianl nui miuiburu.

Impure qq intenaudiote atatuo, i-quark Gtates, etc. arc ruled out
by the above .tsBumptluns (ausumption 2).

Why do I uay one or two primary glucballs? Because one primary
glueball could break down the OZI ajppreoainn and poeaibly mix with
u nearby quart: state with the aamc quantum number a yielding two states
very rich in resonating glue. Of course both stutes Lould come from

dl 11 emit primary glucballs sincu we expect that there is a glueball
spectrum of states - noc just a single giucball.

In a number of papers it woo concluded that tl.e width of a gltie-
ball uhauld be narrower than ttadronlc resonances typically by n factoi

"., /OZ.1 uupprDBaion fucior. These considerations were baaed on treating
tlu quurk~glnc, glue-glue coupling as weak, and clearly do not apply
if the glue-glue coupling becontea utrong enough to fora a resonunce,
in which • jae WJ arc generally dealing with .1 very strongly inter-
acting UiUlLlglunn resonance. The glue-glue coupling in effectively
stranger than the qtuiTk-gluc coupling, nnu liadrcnization I D thought
to occur at large distances after splittings and Involves considerable
numbers of bolter gluons. Therefore glueballs should be QB wide, or
wider than, typical hadrunic reaananccD in the mass region.

Table 1] Hats oome typical resonance widths from the particle
data group tnbltia and widths for other glueball candidates. We sec
t hat r i UOu-300) I 100 MeV arc reasonable values fot gluebnlls.

TABLE II
Htibuiuince Widths for Some Hadrunlc Retionanceu from the

I'.irti. U' Data Group Table

\_}^}^n Full Width T In HeV

l^tB"*)- 200 J 20

l+(l")- 300 1 100

0 +(2 +H 179 i 20

q i n 1 S

net Widths !ur Other Clucboll Candidates ' '
(0")+

. + /0
-30

U(ll)'.O)

Uin./CCUY z (12«(l) HO t 10

*_ T h e y iii

(]f| pilitli.

drusii ti.-'mtit'lVL'M t o huim< dt-gTuc wi th



PHENOMENOLOGICAL PEJD1CT1QHS FOR C

In constituent leball models the gluou Is considered to have
29

an effective ma us m 0.75 CeV, due to conflncumit. Thus we might

bt in the three-gluon sector. Due to the self-coupling between the
gluons und their splittings, a guage invariant description with a
definite number of gluons is not possible. NtivurthelesB it is phy-
sically appealing and reasonable Co expect i.n constituent gluon models
that the lowest lying ground state would be mostly composed of 2
gluons and have a mass % 2 n 0.73 CeV % 1.5 GuV. One would expect
unother ground state In the 3g sector mostly composed of 3 (jluous with
a Bass £ 3 x 0.75 GoV ifc 2.25 GeV.

HIT bag calculations of gluuballb assume massleua gluons and

obtain predictions for quantum numbers and masses of various utaiea.
The masses do not fit some present glucball candidates. Hyper fine
energy shifts thr depend on a h?vc been put into the bag ralculf-
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tIons to allow such fits. Adapt ing these met hods, we have deri ved

m for tuo-gluon states as a function of a . The SI-AC i(1440) and

0(1640) glueball candidates, and the BNL/CCNY g (\2-',0) glueball can-

didate, were used as inputs to derive the results shown in Fig. 19.

We can obtain a J - 2 g_(216O) at about the right mat"a at, an
* 32

excited state in the 2g sector. A recent calculation " based on the
HIT bag has shown that a low-lying (TM) glueball has uu estimated
masQ in the region ^ 2.U GeV.

The maasleas Qiisnmption for gluons In the bog doeti not a] low

- 2 far low-lying 3-f;luon stateo. In contrast to the const U u e n t

gluon m^dul which allows all J for 3g utates and all J (I.e.,
C <• +) for 2g otatea.

So far, lattice calculations huve concentrated mainly on the

glueball ground state getting J1>C - O**", H * O.B - 1 . 0 ReV. Recently
34

Clicy have begun to attack higher opin states. The work is still
preliminary, but Indications are that higher spin states could well
show up In our mass region. Thus, In summary, one finds that the
phenomenalogical models are generally compatible with our results,
except for the possibility of the HIT bag calculations If we are in
the 3g sector.

* However, one should be aware that pertitrb<it ivu treatment); urc not
justifiable at high values of a .

7700

;ooo

Figure 19i The predicted muss and quantum numbers ot the 2g glueball

trom aditpn.ng the methods of Ref. 31. The 1 < 1 4 M » , B(1640) and 8 < l 2

were uaed as Input to determine the overall mana level, the spacing

betueen the levels, and afl (till break in lines).

CONCLUSIONS FOR TUE n"p • CHANNEL EXPERIHEN1

Given QCD as an Ansutz and OZ1 (with appropriate restrictions)
as a second Ansatz, I conclude we have dlocovercd eithei two glue-
ballu with characteristics described below, or two states very rich
in resonating glue formed from one primary glueball mixing wJth a
nearby quark ctate of the same quantum numbers, thus forming two
lt
rby q

slateo



The quau t urn numbtiru and charac ter i s t ics of thuse ut.it es arc :

,C ,PC

^(2320)

OTHER G1.UEBALL CANDIDATES

The radiative decay of the J/i|* is thought ti occur as shown lu
Fig. 20 where one of the usual three gluuns emitted In the annihila-
tion of the cc pair lu replaced by a photon. Thus It has been

Figure 20: The
damiuunt diagram in
radiative J/* decay.

argued th&C: the two-gluon uyt>tem could recoil from the photon
8-10 16

und preferentially farm a glueball. The first and roust discussed
glueball candidate of thlo type la the i(144O). The status cif the
i(1440) with JPC - Q~*t M £ H40

+j!? and F % 55*^p was most recently

thoroughly reviewed In the Paris Conference. Some c-.nt.ern was
expressed In the ITUEP calculations on instanton effects which would

move a 0 glueball up to 2.0-2.5 GeV mass region. The possibility
that the i(1440) Is a radial excitat ion rather than a glueball has
also been discussed.

Another glueball candidate of this typo is the 0(1640) with
jPC m 2++ favored> g5j c.L. , M fb 1700 i 50, r % 160 1 50. See Ref. 16
for a recent review of the statue of these glueball candidates.

The BNL/CCNY group has used the approach of searching for a
nonet + glueball -» decuplet with characteristic mixing splittings.

the g (1240) with JP° - 0**t H - 1240 ± 10 MeV, and T - 140 ± 10 MeV

is such h glueball candidate. Of course other explanations such
as the mixture of a inglets from two nonets (one of which could be
a radial excitation) are alternatives.

SUMMARY

Of the five glueball candidates, the £T(216O) and g^232O) are,

given QCD and 0ZI (with appropriate restrictions), either two glue-
biills or two status very rich in resonating glue found from one primary
glueball mixing with a nearby quark state of the same quanLum luimbera.

The l(1440) and 0(1640) are both glucball candidates. However
as indjzated, some problems a.'e yet to be resol>ed. The g (1240) is

a gluuball candidate based on decupiet pattern recognition, but it is
of course clear that other uxplanatlond arc possible.
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